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8M TONNES
OF PLASTIC WASTE ENTER THE

WORLD'S OCEANS EACH YEAR

PLASTIC POLLUTION



PUREVO
BEHIND THE BRAND

Established in 2018 by Joe Rose, Purevo was created to tackle the
growing problem of plastic waste in the UK cleaning market. 2018 was
spent working on OEM projects in conjunction with the R & D team at PPG
head office.  These OEM projects worked with existing liquid chemical
suppliers in various markets that wanted to be influential in their niche
market for change.
 
During 2018 Joe worked with Sean Hammett developing the brand into
where it stands today.   In early 2019 after an extremely successful year in
partnership, Sean joined Purevo as a shareholder and director to assist
taking Purevo to the next stages of development to become a meaningful
player in the UK cleaning market.
 
Purevo's goals are simple - create a better future, by providing businesses
with the advice and products they need to reduce the impact they are
having on the environment.  Let's create a sustainable future together.



ENVIRONMENT &
SUSTAINABILITY
OUR MISSION
 
Through innovation our goals are simple.  Let's innovate
waste out of cleaning.  We're always on the lookout for new
packaging, new manufacturing techniques and anything else
that can reduce our impact on the environment.
 
We are determined to become a major supplier in the
cleaning market whilst also improving the environmental
impact of any operation we are involved with. Purevo believe
in the circular economy. Everything we do takes full
consideration to the environment and our impact on it.



ECO CLEANER SACHETS
THE CONCEPT
For our ECO-line of products the goals were simple, create the most
sustainable zero plastic products possible with formula's that work!
We've begun to move away from PVA tabs for the Evie Blue range as we
feel the sachet stick solution offers better protection to the powders
inside, giving them a longer life and ultimately extended usability.
 
We pack all Evie Blue ECO-line products in totally compostable Ecolabel
sachet sticks packaged in recycled boxes.  We also have a PRO-line of
Evie Blue products aimed at the kind of customers moving away from
heavily scented high power cleaners.  These come in PET sticks that are
very easily recycled and offer a 98% reduction in plastic over
conventional bottle cleaners.  
 
Our two range proposition means Purevo can supply all types of
customers wishing to change to a more environmental solution. Both
ECO-line and PRO-line ranges are constantly developing and expanding.



Purevo have partnered with the world’s #1 portion controlled cleaning product manufacturer, PPG
Cleaning Concepts based just outside of Rotterdam in the Netherlands.  Purevo's goal with the
PPG range is to not only bring the innovative solution to the UK market but also  grow
new opportunities with partners and OEM customers.
 
 
PPG have developed a high quality cleaning product range that meets the requirements for a  full
circular economy. PPG are innovators at heart and follow/implement the latest trends on
environmental packaging worldwide. Together with a strong group of very enthusiastic and
dedicated employees, PPG's mission and vision will be to  change the traditional way of cleaning,
optimise efficiency in logistics & storage and increase the experience in environmental and waste
awareness within the car cleaning industry.
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SIMPLE 3 STEP PROCESS

2. POUR1. FILL 3. SHAKE
Tear open sachet and pour

powder contents into bottle,
sachet is fully compostable

Fill the bottle with water, using
warm water works best to aid

the dissolving process

Shake the bottle for a few
seconds until the powder is

completely dissolved
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PRODUCT RANGE SUMMARY
EVIE BLUE ECO-LINE EVIE BLUE PRO-LINE
Ecolabel, fully compostable sachet packaging. Subtle
scents* and all sustainable ingredients. 

Sanitary Cleaner - 500ml Spray Bottle & 
10L Bucket Sachets or Tabs
 
Interior Cleaner - 500ml Spray Bottle & 
10 L Bucket Sachets or Tabs
 
Floor Cleaner - 500ml Spray Bottle & 
10L Bucket Sachets or Tabs
 
Kitchen Cleaner/Degreaser - 500ml Spray Bottles &
10L Bucket Sachets or Tabs
 
 Please note that all sachet/tab volumes and concentrations can be

tailored to your OEM project requirements.
*Kitchen Cleaner/Degreaser and Sanitiser Hygienic Cleaners are
scentless

Textile & Carpet Cleaner
 
 
Laundry Cleaner Microfibre & White
 
 
Floor Cleaner PRO - Concentrate
5L Bucket Sachets 
 
Kitchen Cleaner/Degreaser PRO
5L Bucket Sachets 
 
Sanitiser Hygienic Cleaner - 500ml Spray Bottle
Sachets or Tabs
 
 

Fully recyclable sachet packaging. Richer scent, high
power cleaners and all sustainable ingredients.



ADVANTAGES
PACKAGING, WAREHOUSING &
TRANSIT

With such innovative products, Purevo are always leading the way
with forward thinking packaging. From compostable bags to powder
in bottles to bulk packaging, any solution is possible to fit your
logistical, warehousing and business requirements. 
 
Due to the reduced size of our application, and not needing to ship
heavy liquids, all existing problems associated with shipping and
storing chemicals are removed. The Purevo solution can reduce your
warehousing requirements by over 85% and also allows for
restriction free transit and heavily reduced logistical costs.
 
Purevo is the partner of choice  for growing businesses due to this
innovative approach to the cleaning industry.



ADVANTAGES

+ + = £ / $ / €

PORTION CONTROL = COST CONTROL

The unique solution to portion controlled cleaning products mean that Purevo partners can cost specific
cleaning jobs, eliminating waste and saving money.
 
As an example, the cleaning of one hotel floor can be costed with Purevo product by applying the correct
amount of tabs for the quantity of rooms. This kind of costing accuracy is not possible with liquids of
concentrates



A SAFER PRODUCT
FOR CLEANERS & THE PUBLIC
New research has found that the regular use of cleaning sprays
significantly impacts lung health, specifically those that work in the
cleaning industry or are exposed to the inhalation of cleaning
chemicals on a daily basis. Scientists have even gone as far as to
compare the damage of the lungs as being akin to smoking 20
cigarettes per day.
 
At Purevo we found this research staggering, considering that there
are currently around 448,400  people working in  the  industry  in just
over 32,000  companies within the UK alone. We recognise the
importance of these studies and we come offering a solution. 
 
Through the introduction of our green cleaning solutions we can not
only make huge steps to provide a safer working environment for
those that work within the cleaning industry, but also hugely reduce
the carbon footprint and consumption of single-use plastics that
are experienced with generic cleaning options.
 
 



SUSTAINABLE INGREDIENTS
RESPONSIBLY SOURCED

Sustainable ingredients are sourced from an approved list of suppliers to
produce an environmentally friendly product that provides cleaning power
over and above normal cleaning chemicals.
 
We have harnessed the power of these sustainable ingredients to create a
range of amazing cleaning products, that not only work but are also
suitable for our environment.
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PPG CLEANING CONCEPTS
OUR MANUFACTURER



SUSTAINABILITY
THROUGH INNOVATION

IN-HOUSE R&D
DEPARTMENT

LOW TOXICITY 
SUSTAINABLE FORMULATION

WIDEST RANGE OF POWDERS
ON THE MARKET

COMPOSTABLE
PACKAGING INNOVATIONS



PPG CLEANING CONCEPTS
CURRENT SUCCESS
 

PPG have enjoyed international success with a wide variety of

customers and OEM’s.   Purevo’s strategy is to focus the PPG

brand on general  B2B cleaning products and then find OEM/Own

brand partners to ensure they can harness the technology in as

many places as possible.   With this strategy we can make a

difference to single use plastics quicker whilst assisting our

customers to grow their own businesses and lead by example vs

their competition.  

 

We want to provide people with USP's and the competitive

advantage.

Autopure | 2019 Project Overview



PACKAGING

COMPOSTABLE
We strive to put as many of our products as
possible in our totally plastic free
compostable packaging.  Due to the nature of
some high power cleaning products this isn't
always possible but all products save over
98% in plastic waste.

CERTIFICATION
Our products have been tested to various
international regulations.  We find every new
market we enter requires different
certifications so whilst we may not currently
have the solutions it is easily achieved.  From
NSF to Ecolabel we have done them before
and passed with ease.



WAYS TO REACH US
LET'S TALK

PHONE
Joe Rose  +44(0) 7527119304
Sean Hammett  +44(0) 7809420219
 

EMAIL
joerose@purevo.co.uk
seanhammett@purevo.co.uk
 

WEB
www.purevo.co.uk

http://www.purevo.co.uk/

